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The Power of Concentration
PCT is the most trusted media brand in the industry, the market’s “go-to” source for strategic
business insights, news and product information, regulatory reporting, and trade show coverage.
As an advertiser, why is that important? Because quality editorial drives readership, providing a
reader-rich venue for your sales and marketing message, regardless of the media platform.
In a readily defined audience where more than 95 percent of PMPs receive the industry’s two
national trade magazines, it just makes sound economic sense to concentrate your media spend
with the industry leader, the publication with the broadest market reach and most highly engaged
readership.
To learn more about how we can assist you in creating a cost-effective, multi-platform marketing
program designed to drive sales and build brand loyalty, contact PCT Publisher Dan Moreland or
your PCT sales representative:

THE INDUSTRY
by the NUMBERS

Michael Kelly
216-393-0259
mkelly@gie.net

Mike Zaverl
216-393-0299
mzaverl@gie.net

20,018 Pest Control Firms

$8.597 Billion

+4.8%

$860 Million

$644 Million

+22.8%

In Total Service
Revenue
(+5.2%)

5-Year
Compounded
Annual Growth Rate

In Rodent Control
Service Revenue
(+6.4%)

In Bed Bug
Service Revenue
(+15.3% Increase in Jobs)

Growth in Mosquito
Control Service
Revenue

Courtesy Specialty Consultants, LLC – A Strategic Analysis of the U.S. Structural Pest Control Industry – 2017

FACTORS DRIVING INDUSTRY GROWTH
North America is the world’s largest, most lucrative pest control market.
And it has no signs of slowing down thanks to the following key factors:

POPULATION
GROWTH
U.S. population
increases 3.3
million annually.

CLIMATE
CHANGE
As temperatures
rise, pests expand
their range.

INVASIVE
SPECIES
Insects of
foreign origin
are introduced
constantly.

PUBLIC
HEALTH PESTS
Mosquitoes, ticks,
bed bugs, and
rodents are a
growing concern.

CONSUMER
OUTREACH
PPMA is expanding
the market for
professional pest
control services.

REGULATORY
PRESSURE
Food Safety
Modernization Act is
driving growth of the
commercial segment.

LEADERSHIP IS
MEASURABLE
In the market’s largest and most highly
respected unaided recall study of the pest
management industry, pest management
professionals rated PCT as the trade
publication they overwhelmingly value
over all others. In fact, more than 70
percent of respondents named PCT
as their “most valued” trade journal,
while the closest competitor was only
mentioned 18.8% of the time.

MOST
VALUED

TRADE JOURNAL–2017

The Industry’s
#1 Choice
Data courtesy
of Specialty
Consultants, LLC
A Strategic Analysis
of the U.S. Structural
Pest Control
Industry – 2017
Number of
respondents: 800

70.5%
18.8%
PMP

7.5%
PestWorld/NPMA

3.2%

State Association
Publication

THE POWER
OF PRINT
77% OF PCT’S SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE IN PRINT.
Your presence in the print edition of PCT is a sure way to reach our largest
audience. Use the strength of our brand along with our industry-exclusive
solutions to achieve unmatched visibility in the professional pest control market.
2018 June BPA Brand Report

State of the

Exclusive Market Research:

TERMITE

MARKET

Sponsored by

PCT MAGAZINE
With a print circulation
of 20,597, and 97.3% of
readers “Personal Direct
Request,” PCT is the
industry’s go-to source
for industry news and
product information. It
also boasts the most highly
engaged readership.

» market factors driving termite sales
» types of termite control services offered
»
termite techs vs. universal techs:
what do your industry peers prefer?

» revenue expectations & investment levels
do customers understand the threat
» posed
by termites to their homes?
» market opportunities & challenges

In 2017, a strong economy and healthy housing market
had a positive impact on termite control even if swarms
weren’t as impressive as in the past. This year, PMPs expect
another good run, citing creative marketing strategies and
new technology that should deliver a competitive edge.

STATE OF
THE MARKET
REPORTS
These special reports
devoted to key vertical
market segments (i.e.,
mosquitoes, bed bugs,
ants, etc.) allow product
suppliers to stand out
from the competition.

MOSQUITO & BED
BUG SUPPLEMENTS

PCT TOP 100
ISSUE

If your company offers
products or services for
either of these rapidly
emerging markets, you’ll
want to advertise in
PCT’s quarterly Bed Bug
Supplements and bi-annual
Mosquito Supplements.

Increase your company’s
visibility and market
reach in May with
PCT’s most eagerly
anticipated issue of the
year. It’s also our
most downloaded
issue of the year!

PCT
CONVENTION
EXTRA
This high-profile
publication is distributed
on the trade show floor
and “room-dropped”
at NPMA PestWorld,
the industry’s largest
convention.

ADVERTORIAL
ADVERTORIAL

MASTERING
MOSQUITOES

Joe Barile of the Bayer Pest Practices Team discusses
why the time is right to offer wide-area space
treatments in both commercial and residential settings.
o you remember the days when
mosquito control programs
included widespread fogging of
communities? With the dawn of the
environmental movement, those vector
control programs fell out of favor.
Since that time, however, enhanced
pesticide formulations and sophisticated
application equipment — not to mention
the growing threat of West Nile virus and
Zika — have changed public perceptions
about the role of pesticides in protecting
public health.
Today, customers understand the very
real threat posed by vector-borne diseases
and recognize the benefits of integrated
pest management (IPM), including the
use of pesticides to control adult mosquitoes. As a result, fogging — or more
appropriately “wide-area space treatments” as Bayer Technical Service Lead
Joe Barile likes to call these types of
treatments — have grown in popularity,
mirroring the growth of the mosquito
market.
“In the past, PMPs typically offered
barrier treatments with residual
insecticides,” Barile says. However,
thanks to longer-lasting pesticides and
advanced application equipment, PMPs
are discovering “there’s an opportunity
to create a recurring revenue model with
area-wide treatments using backpack
sprayers,” he says.
Such a service model, when combined
with limited larviciding and habitat

progressive PMPs should think about
this type of service if they’re not involved
already.”
Joe Barile

modification, offers numerous benefits,
including quick knockdown and
immediate relief of nuisance mosquitoes,
in addition to up to 90 days of residual
control. As a result, a growing number
of PMPs are entering the mosquito
marketplace or adding mosquito control
service to their offerings.
“Most PMPs haven’t performed areawide services, or if they have, they’ve only
done a handful of them in a typical year,”
Barile observes. “That’s because mosquito
jobs are typically event-centered services,
like outdoor weddings, backyard parties
and other special events.”
However, that’s changing as more and
more PMPs offer preventive mosquito
control programs designed to knock
down and suppress mosquito populations
throughout the spring, summer, and early
fall. “There is a growing demand for this
type of service,” Barile says. “That’s why

MOSQUITO SOLUTIONS
FROM BAYER
Fortunately, Bayer offers an effective
treatment protocol for wide-area space
treatments designed to create healthier
spaces for customers where they live,
work and play. The program utilizes
two innovative products — DeltaGard
and Suspend PolyZone — to effectively
control mosquitoes around residential
and commercial properties. The 5-step
program includes:
1. Inspect Property: Inspect
property for natural and
man-made conditions that
allow water to collect and lay
stagnant, providing an environment
conducive to mosquito breeding. Notify
customer of such conditions and provide
recommendations to reduce mosquito
development.
2. Apply Larvicides: Apply larvicides
(where appropriate) to
mosquito-bearing stagnant

water and/or to areas subject to periodic
flooding that will allow immature mosquitoes to develop.
3. Apply DeltaGard:
Apply DeltaGard as
an immediate elimination solution to ensure
superior efficacy for your
mosquito control program. The product
has received a reduced risk classification
from EPA.
4. Apply Suspend
PolyZone: Apply
Suspend PolyZone
insecticide as a longlasting residual barrier
treatment to foliage and structures where
mosquitoes will shelter and rest.
5. Report: Report to customer
any changes in property conditions that may provide mosquito harborages or developing
sites.
Why is this a particularly good time
to invest in this type of service? “In
the past, ULV equipment was large,
cumbersome and expensive, and it
needed to be calibrated on a regular
basis,” Barile says. But that’s no longer
the case today. “Manufacturers have
developed lightweight, portable units
— both electric and gas — that are
much more user friendly and easy to
calibrate,” he says. As a result, when
combined with DeltaGard and a residual

Wide-area space treatments have
grown in popularity, mirroring the
growth of the mosquito market.

barrier treatment of Suspend PolyZone,
treatment is quick and easy, offering rapid
results and few callbacks.
When applying DeltaGard with a
backpack ULV sprayer, Barile says “walk
briskly with the wind at your back.” The
sprayer will produce a stream of small,
aerosolized particles that will hang in the
air, coming into direct contact with biting
mosquitoes as they travel through the
treatment zone.
“We’re only using 1 to 1.5 ounces of
product per acre, so small amounts of the
insecticide are very effective,” Barile says.
“We’re not applying a lot of product to
control mosquito populations, nor are
we creating a highly visible cloud in a
neighborhood when applying it.”
It’s also important to “respect and
comply with all pollinator protection
language” on the label and identify the
appropriate time to treat mosquitoes. “The

SUSPEND POLYZONE: THE PMP’S CHOICE
PROPRIETARY POLYMER FORMULATION
LOCKS ACTIVE INGREDIENT IN PLACE

Suspend PolyZone is an innovative residual spray that
combines the trusted active ingredient, deltamethrin, with
a proprietary polymer suspension. The proprietary polymer
formulation provides a more even surface distribution
of the active ingredient, which results in increased
bioavailability to the target pest, mosquitoes. It does what
conventional SCs and microcaps can’t — it stays effective
where it’s sprayed even in tough conditions up to 90 days.

optimum time to apply the product is
when mosquitoes are on the wing up and
out seeking their hosts,” Barile says. For
most mosquito species, that’s just before
dawn and at dusk. “There are some species
of mosquitoes that are day biters, however,
so the PMP needs to know that as well
and treat accordingly,” Barile warns.
YOUR PARTNER
IN PEST CONTROL
As they always do, mosquitoes will
begin to emerge again across the U.S.
as temperatures rise. And, regardless of
what happens with Zika or West Nile
virus, they remain the deadliest animal on
earth. Bayer is proud to offer solutions to
support pest management professionals
in their important work of managing
these and other nuisance pests that may
carry diseases.
“We’re proud to play an important
role in protecting public health through
products like DeltaGard and Suspend
PolyZone,” Barile says. “That’s why
we invest in the latest innovations
and business-building tools for pest
management professionals.”
To learn more about mosquito
control solutions featuring DeltaGard
and Suspend PolyZone, contact your
Bayer sales representative or visit www.
backedbybayer.com/mosquito-solutions.

PCT CANADA

QA MAGAZINE

CUSTOM CONTENT

5 QUESTIONS

Canada is a growing
market and an
increasingly important
target audience for
industry product
suppliers eager to
expand their footprint
throughout
North America.

PCT’s sister publication
– Quality Assurance &
Food Safety – provides
unmatched coverage
of the food-processing
industry, an important
commercial market for
pesticide manufacturers
and equipment suppliers.

PCT Custom Media is the
content marketing arm
of the PCT Media Group,
providing advertorials,
case studies and other
forms of custom content
for companies serving
the professional pest
management industry.

In this high-impact advertorial, own a spread where
a company representative is featured as an industry
expert on a topic of importance for your 2019
marketing efforts. Facing the advertorial is a
full-page ad reinforcing the messaging in the
“5 Questions” advertorial. Our designers will match
the design of the advertorial with your corporate color
palette, creating a seamless spread that
is both compelling and educational.

EXPAND YOUR
DIGITAL REACH
PRINT & DIGITAL REACH:

26,585 Total Subscribers
2018 June BPA Brand Report

Digital advertising is an essential component of a multi-platform
marketing campaign, providing a “synergistic” effect to your
core print program. Advertising in both the print publication and
PCT Online ensures your company’s message gets in front of
everybody, no matter what platform they prefer.
PCT WEBSITE
ADVERTISING
With more than
77,159 average visits
and 200,269 average
page views per month,
PCT Online is among
the most visited sites
in the industry.
WEEKLY
E-NEWSLETTER
Reaching 19,500+ PMPs
every week and with an
impressive open rate
of 38.8%, PCT’s Weekly
E-Newsletter is the
industry’s “go-to” source
for the latest news and
product information.
MOBILE DEVICES
With 47,595+ sessions
per month, on average,
PCT’s growing mobile
device audience adds
to your company’s
marketing reach.

SINGLE-TOPIC
E-NEWSLETTERS
Own an industry topic
(i.e., bed bugs, rodents,
mosquitoes, etc.) when
your company sponsors
a PCT Single-Topic
E-Newsletter.
VIRTUAL CONFERENCES
PCT’s Virtual Conferences
provide advertisers the
opportunity to enhance
their brand and extend
their market reach through
a variety of sponsorship
opportunities.
VIDEO PRODUCT
SHOWCASE
We’ll combine our quality
editorial content with your
product video to create a
valuable marketing vehicle
that educates our readers
while highlighting a
specific product or family of
products in your portfolio.

97%

PERSONAL
DIRECT
REQUEST

INTELLIGENT
CONTENT
MARKETING
Using intuitive
marketing automation,
we can deliver your
custom content or a
highly targeted ad
message to a segment
of our audience that
has shown an interest in
your product/service.
TMI
Target Market
Intelligence is a
game-changing sales
and marketing tool
that will help drive
sales in today’s highly
competitive business
environment.
ONLINE LABEL TRAINING
Developed exclusively by Board Certified Entomologist
Stoy Hedges, PCT’s Distance Learning Center houses our
online label training modules, which should be a part of
every manufacturer’s product stewardship efforts.

2019 EDITORIAL CALENDAR
JANUARY
Issue Emphasis

• PCT/NPMA Survey –
Employee Diversity &
Recruitment
• 2019 Market Preview
• What’s New in
Termite Control?
• Are You Performing Crack
and Crevice Treatments
Correctly?

Bonus Distribution
Supplement

FEBRUARY
• Annual Termite Control Issue
• Termite News & Notes
• Legislative &
Regulatory Update
• Invasive Termites
On the Move

MARCH
• Termite Research Update
• Keeping an Eye on
Springtime Pests
• Surprising
Mosquito Habitats
• Bed Bug Lawsuits &
Reducing PMP Liability

NPMA Legislative Day
Mergers & Acquisitions
Supplement

Readex Ad Readership/Brand
Awareness Study for Full-Page
Advertisers

APRIL
• Annual Ant Control Issue
• Managing Mega
Ant Colonies
• University Research
Update on Ants
• Bird Control Product Guide

UPFDA Spring Conference
Bed Bug Supplement

Public Health Pest
Supplement

Mosquito Control Supplement

New Technology Supplement
Closing Date

December 4

January 4

February 5

March 5

Material Due Date

December 11

January 11

February 12

March 12

MAY
Issue Emphasis

• PCT Top 100 List
• Reactive vs. Proactive Ant
Management Strategies
• What’s the Next Threat
From Mosquitoes?
• Top Growth Factors for
Top 100 Companies

Bonus Distribution

JUNE
• Annual Fly Control Issue
• Bed Bugs On The Move:
Buses, Planes and More
• A Good Website Is Not
Enough: Social Media Tips
• Filth Flies in FoodProcessing Facilities

JULY

AUGUST

• Annual Cockroach
Control Issue
• How PMPs are Using
Technology to
Increase Revenues
• Keeping Technicians and
Customers Safe From Fleas
• Ticks & Lyme Disease
in the News

• Annual Rodent Control Issue
• Social Wasps 101
• How to Conduct a
Rodent Inspection in
Commercial Accounts
• Spider ID Tips

NPMA Academy

Supplement

Mosquito Control Supplement

Bed Bug Supplement

Closing Date

April 3

May 3

June 4

July 2

Material Due Date

April 10

May 10

June 11

July 9

SEPTEMBER
Issue Emphasis

• Urban Wildlife Control
• Talking to Customers
About Bed Bugs
• Stored Product Pests:
Identification and Control
• Social Media Primer:
Using Videos Online

Bonus Distribution

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

• NPMA PestWorld
Convention Issue
• Solve the Mystery: Pests
in Unusual Locations
• Invasive Species Update
• Pest Control in Food
Processing, Warehouse
& Distribution Facilities

• Internet of Things (ioT)
& Your Bottom Line
• Unusual Occasional Invaders
• Beyond the Drop Ceiling:
Inspection Tips to Consider
• How Tracking Vehicles Helps
PMPs Track Expenses

• NPMA PestWorld Coverage
• Technician of the
Year Awards
• Tips for Uncovering LowLevel Bed Bug Infestations
• People Skills: Training
Your Technicians

NPMA PestWorld

NPMA Technology Meeting

Purdue Conference

Supplement

Bed Bug Supplement

PCT Convention Extra

New Technology Supplement

Bed Bug Supplement

Closing Date

August 2

September 3

October 4

November 5

Material Due Date

August 9

September 10

October 11

November 12

2019 RATES & SPECIFICATIONS
PRINT
Frequency Discounts*

Size................................ 1x.................6x............. 12x............ 18x.............24x
Spread...................... $12,190.......... $10,480.......... $9,321.......... $9,097.......... $8,480
Full................................. 6,393.............. 5,507............ 4,907............ 4,748 ........... 4,448
2/3 page........................ 4,208.............. 3,621............ 3,322............ 3,125 ........... 2,928
1/2 island....................... 3,662.............. 3,279............ 2,961............ 2,781 ........... 2,622
1/2 standard.................. 3,256 ............. 2,732............ 2,503............ 2,350 ........... 2,196
1/3 page........................ 2,219 ............. 1,858............ 1,748............ 1,634 ........... 1,530
1/4 page........................ 1,634 ............. 1,410............ 1,296............ 1,207 ........... 1,147
1/6 page........................ 1,093................. 940............... 858............... 798 .............. 732

INTERACTIVE
ONLINE ADS

LEADERBOARD AD
728x90
$2,260
6 units available monthly

PRIME-PLUS
SQUARE ADS
300x250
$1,397
20 units available monthly

Covers*...............................................6x............. 12x............ 18x.............24x
2nd Cover............................................$7,950......... $7,420.......... $6,884.......... $6,684
3rd Cover...............................................7,420........... 7,151............ 6,884............ 6,480
4th Cover ..............................................9,004........... 8,480............ 7,950............ 7,415
Belly Band......................................................................................................... 11,255
Belly Tip............................................................................................................. 12,051
Covergate.......................................................................................................... 12,731
French Door...................................................................................................... 16,974

PRIME TOWER AD

300x600
$1,599
5 units available

BOTTOM LEADERBOARD AD

Color Charges*...................................... Single Page......................... Spread
Standard..................................................................... $567.................................. $927
Matched Color, Extra................................................... 670................................. 1,030
Matched, Metallic Color ............................................ 695................................. 1,107
Four-Color Process, Extra........................................ 1,133................................. 1,751

728x90
$667

WALLPAPER ADS
$18,000

(INTERNAL PAGE)

Digital Edition:

Print + 8% premium

Classifieds (print and online):

$125 per column inch - 2-color $25.00, 4-color $50.00
Word only: $1.20 per word, $35.00 minimum
*Frequency Discounts are earned within 12 consecutive months, and are earned
by advertising in any combination of Lawn & Landscape, Golf Course Industry,
Nursery Management, Greenhouse Management, Garden Center, Produce
Grower, and Cannabis Business Times.

CUSTOM EBLAST
$5,313

LIGHTBOX

NEWSLETTER ADS

500x500
$8,636.50
2 available monthly

CATEGORY IN-LINE AD

Mechanical Requirements: Perfect-bound, three columns to a page. Paper stock:

300x250
$1,995.25/month
Exclusive

Machine coated, 40.5-lb. body with 80-lb. cover. Colors available: matched, 4-color
process (AAAA-MPA). Trim size 7 7⁄8" x 101⁄2.

Digital Files and Specifications For Print: High-resolution press-ready PDFs are the
preferred medium for advertiser-supplied, printed ad materials. For details, contact
Lori Skala at 216-393-0276 or lskala@gie.net.

PRIME PLUS TOP (300x250)

Special Regional and Demographic Advertising Rates: Contact the publisher or your
advertising representative regarding regional rates and mechanical requirements.

PRIME PLUS MIDDLE (300x250)

1x
$2,564

1x
$2,340

AD SIZES (NON-BLEED)
Specifications............................................ Width................................. Depth
Full Page (non-bleed)............................................. 7"............................................10"
2
⁄3 Page.................................................................. 4 1⁄2"............................................10"
1
⁄2 Page Island....................................................... 4 1⁄2"..........................................7 1⁄2"
1
⁄2 Page Horizontal.................................................. 7"..........................................4 7⁄8"
1
⁄2 Page Vertical....................................................3 3⁄8"........................................... 10"
1
⁄3 Page Square....................................................4 1⁄2"..........................................4 7⁄8"
1
⁄3 Page Vertical...................................................2 3⁄16"............................................10"
1
⁄4 Page Square....................................................3 3⁄8"..........................................4 7⁄8"
1
⁄4 Page Horizontal.................................................. 7"..........................................2 3⁄8"
1
⁄6 Page Vertical...................................................2 3⁄16"..........................................4 7⁄8"
1
⁄6 Page Horizontal...............................................4 1⁄2"..........................................2 3⁄8"

Bleed Ad Sizes.......................................... Width................................. Depth
Single-Page..........................................................8 ⅛"........................................10 3⁄4"
Trim Area........................................................7 ⅛"........................................10 ½"
Live Area............................................................ 7"............................................10"
Spread................................................................... 16"........................................10 3⁄4"
Trim Area......................................................15 3⁄4"........................................10 ½"
Live Area.......................................................... 14"............................................10"
On all bleed advertisements, allow 3⁄8 from any trim edge for live or type matter.
Add 1⁄8 to gutter for each page on spread ads (perfect bound only). Supply ruled
proof showing crop line. Bleed ads are available at no extra charge.

12x
$2,219

12x
$2,006

24x
$1,989

24x
$1,788

PRIME PLUS BOTTOM (300x250)
1x
$1,960

12x
$1,817

24x
$1,610

52x
$1,753
52x
$1,535
52x
$1,380

SPONSORED FEATURE
360x180 $2,294

BOTTOM LEADERBOARD (728x90)
1x
$1,817
24x
$1,397

12x
$1,610
52x
$1,299

BANNER (468x60)
1x
$1,461
24x
$1,300

12x
$1,363
52x
$1,133

DIGITAL EDITION

WEBINARS

Custom interactive ads such as
flyouts, animated ads, floating ads
and tearbacks also available and
priced upon request.

Interactive
webinars,
sponsored by
suppliers, provide
information about
products and
services...... $8,000

Display Ad........Print + 8% premium
Digital Edition Preview......... $2,035

The PCT Media Group Staff:
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST TO HELP YOU SUCCEED
www.pctonline.com

Dan Moreland
PCT Publisher
dmoreland@gie.net
216-393-0266
38 Years

Jodi Dorsch

Brad Harbison

Lisa Lupo

Michael Kelly

Mike Zaverl

PCT Editor
jdorsch@gie.net
740-953-5216
21 Years

PCT Internet Editor
PCT Managing Editor
bharbison@gie.net
216-393-0248
20 Years

QA Editor
llupo@gie.net
216-393-0257
10 Years

National Sales Manager
mkelly@gie.net
216-393-0259
22 Years

Western Region
Account Manager
mzaverl@gie.net
216-393-0299
12 Years

Jeanine Wolf

Bonnie Velikonya

Andrea Vagas

Classified Ad Sales
bvelikonya@gie.net
216-393-0291
13 Years

Art Director
avagas@gie.net
216-393-0288
19 Years

Maria Miller

Lori Skala

Amy Peppers

Conference Manager
mmiller@gie.net
216-393-0263
21 Years

Advertising Production
Coordinator
lskala@gie.net
216-393-0276
25 Years

Market Coordinator
apeppers@gie.net
216-393-0269
26 Years

Email Production
Coordinator
jwolf@gie.net
216-393-0344
1 Year

